Total Broadcast Cabling Solutions

Pocket Sized Cable Testers

Wireworks has developed the most useful line of 3 individual cable
testers using state-of-the-art technology, high quality durable materials

Test a wide range of cables

and the latest manufacturing techniques. The end result is a group of

To cover a wide range of cable designs, the three pocket-sized testers will

‘intelligent’ cable testers that could only have been build by Wireworks.

together test XLR, ¼” TRS, BNC, Speakon and 3 and 5 pin DMX cables.

Wireworks pocket-size cable testers quickly show if a cable is good or
bad. By means of push buttons, a series of tests is performed on your

With Wireworks pocket size cable testers you will know if your cable is
good-to-go or ready to throw!

cable and a series of LEDs clearly displays the result. Your tester will

These unique cable testers are small enough and light enough to carry

indicate not just if the cable is good or bad but exactly identifies the

to on-site locations; yet tough enough to withstand harsh every day use.

problem with a malfunctioning cable.

They save you time by eliminating guesswork and tedious trial-and-error

Pocket Sized Convenience

testing of audio, video and lighting control cables is avoided.
Every technician needs good tools. Wireworks Pocket Sized Cable

Three pocket size testers allow testing of cables from microphone to

Testers are essential tools for the job. Small, heavy duty, accurate and

loudspeaker and from BNC to DMX.

easy to use, they do the job and do it well – just like a professional tool

The TE-3Plus, TEN-4 and TED-5 pocket size cable testers each have

should.

the same philosophy – simplicity and convenient size, without sacrificing
any necessary display information. They all show shorts to case, shorts
between conductors, open circuits and cross-wiring by means of an easily
understood LED display. Positive feel push buttons make testing fast in
the field and in the shop.
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Total Broadcast Cabling Solutions

Pocket Sized Cable Testers
Features Overview
•• Pocket-sized for easy portability
•• Powered by a single 9 volt battery & lasts for years
•• Battery life for more then 1000 tests
•• Snap-action switches enable you to hear when contact is made
•• Intuitive operation

•• Tests indicate conductors that are open circuit, shorted, to case and
cross wired
•• Eliminates trial-and-error testing
•• Rugged and durable construction for the demands of extended field use
•• The necessary addition to your technicians’ field kit
•• Saves valuable labor time

•• LED display for easily read information

TE-3 Plus

The TEN-4 Speaker

Wireworks TE-3Plus Cable Tester is a vital tool for all sound and video

perfect companion

engineers, technicians, installers, and other professionals who value their

to Wireworks TE-

time.

3Plus Microphone

Cable Tester is the

The TE-3Plus tests microphone, instrument and video cables using XLR,
¼”TRS and BNC connectors. Also it will test mixed connector cables:
XLR to ¼” TRS etc. Simply plug them into the TE-3Plus and push the

Cable Tester and
the TED-5 DMX
Cable Tester.

buttons. Three bright LEDs will tell the full story.
Handy, convenient,
and pocket-sized

TED-5

for portability,

Wireworks TED-5 provides the opportunity to easily and reliably test DMX

Wireworks TE-3Plus

lighting control cables in both 5 and 3 pin configurations. The TED-5 tests

is the essential

for shorts, open circuits, cross wiring and shorts-to-case problems in 5

accessory. It ensures

and 3 pin XLR cables. (This means that the TED-5 Cable Tester can be

a functional and

also used to test Microphone cables!)

reliable audio/video

Lighting technicians

cabling system.

will find the

The TE-3Plus is the ideal companion to Wireworks TEN-4 Speaker Cable

TED-5 to be an

Tester and the TED-5 DMX Cable Tester.

indispensable tool
that they will want
to keep constantly

TEN-4

at hand. All the
guesswork and trail-

Wireworks TEN-4 Speaker Cable Tester makes it easy to test speaker

and-error testing is

cable assemblies terminated with any combination of Neutrik NL 4

taken out of the equation. Now you will know for sure whether your DMX

connectors and ¼” phone plugs. TEN-4 will test Neutrik NL 4 to NL 4

cables are ready to perform. Five LEDs show all the information you will

both 2 and 4 conductor wiring, ¼” phone plug to ¼” phone plug and any

need.

combination of NL 4 to one or two ¼” phone plugs. This allows you to
easily test adapters from four circuit NL 4 to two ¼” phone plugs. Four
bright LEDs indicate the full information about the cable status.

The TED-5 DMX Cable Tester is the perfect companion to Wireworks TE3Plus Microphone Cable Tester and the TEN-4 Speaker Cable Tester
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